North Korea says it has nuclear weapons. Iran is rejecting a European proposal aimed at restricting Tehran's development of nuclear fuel, which it says is solely for the production of electricity, not a weapons program.

The Bush administration says it remains determined to use diplomacy in both cases, and top members of the U.S. Congress say vigilance is key.

The senior Democrat on the Senate Intelligence Committee, Jay Rockefeller of West Virginia, says both Iran and North Korea are, in his words, "very dangerous." He says in the case of Iran, there is extra reason for concern because of the history between the two nations.

"It's very focused against Israel. It is very focused against us. It has not forgiven us for overthrowing Prime Minister Mosadeq back in 1953. You know, the Shah and all of that. They really dislike us," he said.

Speaking on CNN's Late Edition program, Senator said getting the latest intelligence information on Iran's nuclear ambitions is crucial.

"Everything we can do to gather intelligence information, no matter who is doing it among our intelligence and military agencies, is for the betterment, because we are stretched so thin," added Senator Rockefeller. "We need all the eyes on the ground that we can possibly get."

Mr. Rockefeller was interviewed along with the Republican chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee, Senator Pat Roberts of Kansas. They were asked about a report in The Washington Post newspaper that quoted unnamed U.S.
Iranian and European sources as saying unmanned U.S. surveillance aircraft, originating from U.S military facilities in Iraq, have been flying over Iran for almost a year.

Senator Roberts said some of the terminology in the report appears questionable. He would not confirm or deny the flights, saying only that his panel is keeping a close watch on all kinds of intelligence gathering activities.

"We will monitor that situation in the intelligence committee," he said. "How's that?"

North Korea was also a topic of discussion on the televised Sunday talk shows in the United States. Last week, North Korea said it had nuclear weapons, and demanded direct talks with Washington, which has said negotiations could only be held within the context of six-party talks that also include China, Russia, South Korea and Japan.

South Korea's foreign minister Ban Ki-Moon told CNN's *Late Edition* that his country remains committed to to multi-lateral talks with Pyongyang. And on the *Fox News Sunday* program, Senator Joseph Biden of Delaware, the top Democrat on the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee, suggested North Korea may be trying to get China and South Korea to put pressure on the United States.

"But the fact of the matter is, it has angered the Chinese government so far. It looks like it may have backfired," commented Mr. Biden.

Mr. Biden said that, overall, he agrees with the Bush administration that the six-party talks remain the best way to deal with North Korea.
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*Iran Refuses to Stop Construction of Suspect Reactor*

[https://www.voanews.com/archive/nuclear-programs-n-korea-iran-heighten-us-concerns](https://www.voanews.com/archive/nuclear-programs-n-korea-iran-heighten-us-concerns)
A newspaper report says the United States has been flying drones over Iran for almost a year, looking for evidence of nuclear weapons programs and weaknesses in air defenses. In Sunday's editions, The Washington Post quotes three U.S. officials as saying the U.S. military has been launching the unmanned surveillance flights from Iraq. There has been no U.S. comment on the report. An Iranian spokesman Sunday again warned the United States not to...
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Annan Warns of Widening Nuclear Proliferation

U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan says the world may soon face what he calls a "cascade" of countries acquiring nuclear weapons. Mr. Annan says relying on the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty is not enough and proposes new, joint action, including tougher inspection rules. His comments at a security conference in Germany Sunday come as concerns grow over North Korea and Iran's nuclear programs. German Foreign Minister Joschka Fischer struck a...
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Seoul Stands Firm on Ties with Pyongyang

South Korean Unification Minister Chung Dong-Young on Monday told lawmakers there would be no change in Seoul's policy of engagement with Pyongyang. Last week, North Korea announced that it possessed nuclear weapons, and that it was withdrawing indefinitely from multilateral talks aimed at ending its nuclear weapons programs. Mr. Chung, the South's top policymaker on North Korea, says the North's statements are probably just an attempt to gain leverage...
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Britain's Straw Pushing Diplomacy to Solve Iran Nuclear Issue

Britain is playing down fears of a possible armed conflict over Iran's controversial nuclear program. British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw says he believes a diplomatic solution to the issue is possible. British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw met Pakistani leaders in Islamabad to discuss efforts Britain and other European nations are making to peacefully resolve the controversy over Iran's nuclear...
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